ABSTRACT The router's buffer accommodates transient packets to guarantee that the network's links do not become idle. However, buffer overflow causes packet loss, which is a signal of congestion. In content centric networking (CCN), the interest packet, which is used for requesting content, may be dropped due to such congestion. Each interest packet is assigned a specific lifetime, and when the lifetime expires without obtaining the requested content, the consumer needs to resend the Interest. However, waiting for the expiration of an Interest's lifetime for retransmission is only appropriate for best effort traffic rather than services that are delay sensitive. In order to provide delay-sensitive applications with better quality of service, we propose a congestion control mechanism for CCN, in which, we prevent congestion before it happens through monitoring buffer size. Upon reaching the buffer threshold, the node notifies its downstream node. On receiving the notification, the downstream node adjusts traffic rate by allocating new incoming Interests to other face(s). However, when the downstream node fails to reduce traffic rate, the same procedure continues until the consumer node reduces sending rate. The simulation results show that the proposed mechanism is capable of significant performance improvements, with higher throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS
In the past few decades, the Internet has expanded to an enormous extent, and this growth is expected to continue in the coming years. In accordance with this growth, the demand for delay-sensitive applications is also increasing [1] . According to the CISCO Visual Networking Index (VNI), in 2020, global Internet traffic will reach 95 times the volume of global Internet traffic in 2005, and the video traffic will be 82% of all consumer Internet Traffic [2] . To deal with this increasing demand, a clean-slate Internet architecture, namely Information Centric Networking (ICN) [3] has been introduced, which has transformed the concept of the Internet from end-to-end to content-specific communication.
Content Centric Networking (CCN) is one of the most promising ICN architectures, which considers content to be primitive in the communicative process, where content is requested and retrieved by name rather than by the specific IP address [4] . In CCN, there are two types of packets: the Interest packet, which is used for requesting content, and the Data packet, also called Chunk, which is transmitted in response to the Interest packet in the reverse path of Interest packet. In the subsequent analysis, unless otherwise stated, we will refer to Data packet and Chunk interchangeably.
For Interest and Data packets forwarding, CCN uses three main data structures: (1) the Content Store (CS), (2) the Pending Interest Table ( PIT), (3) and the Forwarding Information Base (FIB). To get content, consumer sends Interest packet. When a router receives the Interest, it checks whether the requested content is cached in its CS. If the requested content is available in the CS, the router returns the Data packet to the consumer in the reverse path of the Interest packet. If the content is not cached in the CS, the router checks in PIT, which contains records of Interests that have been forwarded upstream and the faces/interfaces from which the Interests are received from. In case of the Interest packet for the same content has been forwarded before, the node appends the face on which the Interest arrives to the list of faces of matched PIT entry. In the absence of any matching PIT entry, a new entry is created in the PIT. The router checks in the FIB, which has outgoing faces, to determine where to forward the Interest packet [5] .
In CCN, each Interest packet has a specific lifetime, and when the lifetime expires without obtaining the requested Data object, the Interest is removed from the PIT, and the consumer needs to retransmit the Interest packet [6] . Interest lifetime may expire due to congestion, or its duration is shorter than the network delay, etc., which results in packet loss and retransmission. However, waiting for the expiration of the Interest lifetime in order to resend the Interest is not appropriate for delay-sensitive applications that require high throughput and minimum delay. In order to provide delay-sensitive applications with better Quality of Service (QoS), early network congestion prevention is very important in CCN.
For the congestion control mode defined in [7] , in receiverdriven proposals [8] , [9] , congestion detection and traffic shaping are carried out only at consumer nodes/receivers, which have disadvantages of not considering multi-source feature of CCN. On the other hand, hop-by-hop proposals [10] - [12] have the advantage of detecting congestion and adjusting traffic rate more effectively than the receiver-driven proposals, where congestion control and traffic shaping are carried out at each intermediate node. However, hop-by-hop control mechanism without receiver-driven control mechanism is not sufficient to control congestion and traffic rate accurately. To overcome this challenge, hybrid congestion control approaches [13] - [15] combine both receiver-based and hop-by-hop approaches that can be used to adjust the traffic rate more accurately than separated receiver-driven and hop-by-hop proposals. Nevertheless, in hybrid congestion control, the coordination of receiver-driven congestion control at consumer nodes and hop-by-hop congestion control at intermediate nodes have not been addressed so far in CCN [7] .
B. HOW CONGESTION OCCURS IN CCN?
In CCN, congestion may occur in the network as packets overflow the transmission buffer associated to outgoing face/interface [16] . In other words, packets arrive faster than the router's processing capacity (or more than the link capacity), which causes buffer fullness, packet loss, and Interest retransmission.
In both TCP/IP network and CCN, the buffer is used to accommodate the transient packets in order to ensure that the network links do not become idle [17] . As the buffer introduces queuing delay, buffer monitoring is needed to guarantee that the router stays within a region of low delay and high throughput, so that it does not overflow, which results in packet drop. However, as described in Fig. 1 , major cause of CCN buffer overflow or congestion is the incoming Chunks from Content Provider (CP) or upstream routers rather than Interest packets, which are the results of outgoing Interest packets generated by consumers [10] . Therefore, to prevent buffer overflow, we focus on regulating Interest forwarding. As the Chunk returns in the reverse path of Interest packet, regulating Interest traffic contributes in regulating returning Chunks traffic.
For simplifying our illustration in the Fig. 1 , we omit CS, PIT and FIB tables, which are involved in the internal CCN router process. Inside the router, after missing Chunks in CS and matching PIT entries, the incoming Interest packets are forwarded to the outgoing faces through the use of FIB table. On the other hand, incoming Chunks are forwarded to the outgoing faces, when there are corresponding entries in PIT; thus the Chunks have to be forwarded in the reverse paths of Interest packets. Therefore, CS and PIT reduce the network traffic by locally saving most frequently requested chunks and already forwarded Interest packets.
C. CHALLENGES IN CCN CONGESTION CONTROL
Congestion control in TCP/IP network is totally different from CCN congestion control. Some key challenges that prevent existing congestion control mechanisms mainly proposed for Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [18] , [19] for being deployed in CCN are summarized below:
• In CCN, each content is partitioned into Chunks, where one Interest packet is emitted to request one Chunk. For the Chunks returning to the consumers, any node in the transmission path can cache them for serving similar requests in the near future from other consumers. In other words, Chunks of the same content can be retrieved from different nodes and paths with different Round Trip Times (RTTs) [20] . This RTT variation prevents existing traditional measurements of RTT in TCP from being utilized in CCN.
• In TCP, congestion control is based on end-toend communication between predefined source and the destination. On the other hand, in CCN, due to innetwork caching along the transmission path, Chunk keeps changing its location [21] , and this results in change of source of the content.
• In TCP, during congestion period, for fast retransmission of the lost packet, when a node receives a third duplicated acknowledgment, it considers that the packet was lost and retransmits the packet. On the other hand, in CCN, there is no such duplicated acknowledgment [7] . When the consumer node does not receive the corresponding Chunk of submitted Interest within the timeout period or Interest lifetime, it considers that the Interest packet was lost, the consumer node retransmits the Interest packet. The returning Chunk acts as the acknowledgment of the received Interest packet [22] .
D. CONTRIBUTIONS
To overcome the above challenges faced by existing endto-end based congestion control mechanisms, we propose a Novel Cooperative and Fully-distributed Congestion Control Mechanism for Content Centric Networking (NCFCC). NCFCC is capable to prevent congestion before it occurs by monitoring buffer utilization. NCFCC combines consumerdriven and hop-by-hop interest shaping into one hybrid congestion control solution.
Our key contributions can be summarized as follow:
• To prevent congestion, without waiting for the Interest lifetime to expire or timeout, we propose Cooperative and Memory-efficient Token Bucket (CMTB) algorithm, which is based on local measurements that are applied to each intermediate node (hop-by-hop). CMTB algorithm monitors buffer size and controls the rate at which packets are injected into the network, in order to ensure that the CCN router buffer does not overflow (i.e., when it starts dropping the packets), as well as to avoid underflow (i.e., when it makes the link idle or underutilized).
• To complement CMTB algorithm, on consumer node, we proposed Fully-Distributed Congestion Control (FDCC) algorithm as receiver-based congestion control. FDCC algorithm is applied to each consumer node. We consider the consumer side as the actual position from where the congestion can be controlled in the most effective way. Upon receiving congestion information, consumer node reduces the sending rate through the use of FDCC. The FDCC guarantees that the consumer node does not send more packets than the network capacity.
• We have carefully evaluated our proposal through simulation and by comparing it with similar proposals. The simulation results reveal that our proposed model is capable of significant performance improvements, with higher throughput than other existing proposals in the literature.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we discuss some related works, while Section III presents our system model. Section IV discusses in detail proposed congestion control algorithms, while Section V provides evaluation of the proposed congestion control mechanism. We conclude the paper with a review of the implications and future research directions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss some important works that are related to our work. We classify them into three categories: (i) congestion control mechanisms in CCN, (ii) relationship between buffer and congestion control, and (iii) traffic shaping.
(i) Congestion control mechanisms in CCN : Park et al. [11] highlighted that the major cause of the congestion in CCN is the Data packets rather than the Interest packets. They therefore propose a congestion control algorithm that considers content caching, upstream link bandwidth, Data packets received from upstream link, and the Interest packets received from downstream link in order to prevent congestion by adjusting outgoing Interest rate that needs to be forwarded to the upstream link.
Mahdian et al. [12] proposed a rate-based multipath-aware congestion control scheme for ICN networks called MIRCC. In MIRCC, based on feedback information in Data messages, each node calculates per-link rates. MIRCC allows the utilization of multipath, where network flow utilizes the network resources along all the available paths to it. Furthermore, the feedback-based congestion control is also proposed in [8] , where upon the reception of each Interest, the router verifies that it has the next Chunk(s) that is intended to be requested in the future. If this is confirmed, then it appends the information about it to the returning Chunk. Based on this process, the consumer node maintains multiple timeout values for each path in order to predict the location of the Chunks before being requested, and accurately estimates the retransmission timeouts.
Carofiglio et al. [13] reported that when the Interest is sent, the receiver sets a timer. If the timer expires without receiving the Data packet, it is assumed that congestion has occurred, and decreases the receiver window. The authors therefore propose a model, where at every outgoing face, the Interest control rate is carried out with the help of a credit counter. When the flow is not bottlenecked, the Interest packet is forwarded to the upstream node; otherwise, through the use First-In First-Out (FIFO) queuing model, the Interest is queued in FIFO with drop tail. The same authors (Carofiglio et al.) , in [14] , formulated a global optimization problem, which aims at maximizing throughput and minimizing network cost. The authors decomposed the global optimization problem into two subproblems for congestion control and request forwarding.
Other alternatives have also been proposed. For instance, Oueslati et al. [15] developed a model based on per-flow queuing and overload control. With the help of Deficit Round Robin (DRR), the router drops packets from the longest queue in the event of buffer overflow. When a packet is dropped, the packet payload is discarded and its header is modified and returned to the consumer as a signal of congestion. This helps the consumer node to detect the packet loss and retransmit it without waiting for the timeout. Furthermore, for reliable Interest retransmission in multicast environment, Stais et al. [9] proposed a retransmission-based control protocol for ICN, where multicast tree is used for sending the feedback to the consumer.
Given the continued complexity of this problem, still other solutions have been developed. In the model proposed by Rozhnova and Fdida [10] , each node monitors the level of Chunks in the router's transmission buffer, computes the associated Interests, and maintains the transmission queue around the fixed threshold r. When the number of packets in the queue is lower than the buffer threshold r, the node increases the shaping rate. Otherwise, the node decreases shaping rate with the help of a shaping delay in which the different Interest packets have to meet. In the case of buffer overflow, the Interest shaping allows for an unanticipated drop of the packets.
(ii) The relationship between buffer and congestion control: Wischik and McKeown [23] analyzed in detail the router buffer size, and how large it needs to be. It was revealed that larger buffers increase RTT at a congested link because of a long queuing delay. On the other hand, in small buffers, burst flows cause buffer fullness, which results in packet drop. The rule of thumb here comes as a solution for keeping the congested link busy and having maximum throughput, but no matter how large a buffer is, TCP always causes a buffer overflow and packet dropping as a signal of congestion.
(iii) Traffic shaping: Kidambi et al. [24] proposed an algorithm called the Dynamic Token Bucket (DTB) for bandwidth management, which uses token bucket policing for fair bandwidth allocation to competing flows. The DTB is a modified version of the token bucket algorithm, in which each flow is allocated a specific token bucket. The authors used a fair rate to define the capacity of the token bucket, where the capacity of the token bucket at time t is equal to the fair rate, which depends on link capacity divided by the number of active flows.
Specifically, the novelties of our proposal over related works are: (i) Rather than taking measurement when congestion is happening, NCFCC prevents congestion before it happens through monitoring buffer utilization, and adjusting traffic rate. (ii) NCFCC combines inseparable hop-byhop (CMTB) and receiver-based (FDCC) congestion control algorithms into one hybrid congestion control mechanism, where FDCC (at consumer node) prevents congestion and adjusts the traffic rate based on reduce sending rate (RSR) messages generated by CMTB (at Intermediate node).
(iii) The coordination among CMTB algorithms implemented in different intermediate nodes is based on RSR message exchange. Furthermore, RSR message coordinates the communication between FDCC implemented at consumer node with its upstream node at which CMTB is implemented, (iv) RSR helps consumer nodes to adjust Interest sending rate without waiting for the expiration of an Interest's lifetime and timeout. RSR also helps the intermediate nodes to adjust perlink traffic rate based on queue length.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe in detail our system model established as the foundation for the proposed Congestion Control mechanism in CCN.
FIGURE 2. System model.
Content Provider (CP) Server:
In our system model depicted in Fig. 2 , we consider P = {1, . . . , P} as a set of CP servers that are responsible for the actual distribution of contents from the content providers.
Consumers and Interest packets generation: Let us consider M = {1, . . . , M } as a set of all consumers, where consumer node m ∈ M is associated with cache of capacity C m for caching the content. Each consumer node m ∈ M uses FDCC algorithm for generating and adjusting Interest packets. The consumer node starts generating, and sending Interest packets in the network with initial window size w m . For the chunk i belongs to the content catalog requested for the first time, the consumer node gets i from CP server, and i gets copied in the caches associated with the nodes available in the transmission path as it returns to the consumer (step 1 to 6). Similar requests from other consumers can be served from caches available in the transmission path with minimized delay rather than retrieving the content from the CP server (step 7 to 8).
Router: We denote V = {1, . . . , V } as a set of all routers available in the transmission path between consumer and CP server, where each router v ∈ V is associated with cache of capacity C v for caching the content. Moreover, each router is connected to some other node(s) via intermediate link(s). We denote J v = {1 v , . . . , J v } as a set of links associated to node v, where each link has capacity C j , for j ∈ J v . Furthermore, we denote Router Buffer: We consider that each router v has a buffer/ memory B v shared among its K v face(s). As described in Fig. 3 , each router needs to allocate buffer size fairly to each outgoing face. We denote B k as the buffer associate to the outgoing face k ∈ K v , and T k as the buffer threshold. The incoming packets are assigned to the buffer and served in the order they arrive through the use of First Come First Serve (FCFS) network scheduler, where the packet scheduler arranges the transmission sequence of incoming packets. When all buffers associated to K v face(s) reach the threshold, the node sends congestion alert message (RSR) to its downstream node. On received congestion alert message, the downstream node reduces the traffic rate on affected outgoing face through the use CMTB, by allocating new incoming Interest packets to other outgoing face (step 9 to 15 in Fig. 2 ).
On the other hand, consumer node reduces the traffic rate through the use of FDCC.
CCN flow: We use ''flow'' to denote the Interest and corresponding chunk pairs, where flows are distinguished by looking the prefix names that are common to all Interests/chunks of the same object (video stream, music file, stored document, etc.) as described by Oueslati et al. in [15] . The incoming packets are classified into flows, and queued to the outgoing buffer based on their prefix names. Furthermore, to classify the incoming packets into different flows, every incoming Interests/chunks with similar prefix name are considered to belong to the same flow. Using prefix names to classify packets into flows does not create any problem in CCN, as Interest packet and its corresponding Data packet always use the same path(s). However, based on buffer utilization, Interests/chunks of the same flow may be queued to the different outgoing faces. 
IV. NOVEL COOPERATIVE AND FULLY-DISTRIBUTED CONGESTION CONTROL MECHANISM
In this section, we discuss in details our NCFCC, which combines inseparable hop-by-hop (CMTB) and receiver-based (FDCC) congestion control algorithms into one hybrid congestion control mechanism. As described in Fig. 4 , CMTB controls the rate (R k (t)) at which packets are injected into the network in the intermediate nodes, while FDCC controls the traffic (z m ) rate in consumer nodes based on Chunks and congestion information received. We conclude the section with communication between CMTB and FDCC, through the use of RSR, which serves as the link between CMTB and FDCC algorithms for exchanging congestion information between neighboring nodes.
A. COOPERATIVE AND MEMORY-EFFICIENT TOKEN BUCKET (CMTB)
In this subsection, we present a new algorithm CMTB for CCN, which prevails over the simplicity and efficiency of the DTB in terms of computation and fair bandwidth allocation. CMTB deals with fair buffer resource allocation, and traffic shaping.
1) CMTB MODELING
In CMTB, we use an M /M /1/B finite buffer queuing system [25] , where the packet arrives at router v ∈ V according to the Poisson process with arrival rate λ v . The departure process also follows the Poisson process with service rate µ v .
Let us consider B v as the total buffer of each CCN router v ∈ V, where buffer space B v is shared among K v number of faces/interfaces associated to router v ∈ V. For fair sharing of buffer space B v , each face k ∈ K v can utilize B k as maximum buffer space, where B k is given by:
In M /M /1/B, we introduced T k as buffer threshold associated to the face k ∈ K v , and T v as common minimum buffer threshold used in all K v number of faces associated to the node v ∈ V. The network administrator assigns T v to each node. From T v , each node computes buffer threshold T k dynamically as follows:
where E [L k ] is the expected number of packets in queue or queue occupancy associated to the face k ∈ K v . In a finite buffer system, a new incoming packet gets dropped when the buffer overflows. In this paper, we use perface buffer, and a node can only support the traffic at face k ∈ K v that is equal to buffer size B k associated to the face k, which is limited. To prevent packet drop, in M /M /1/B, when the buffer threshold T k is reached, the node requests its downstream node(s) to reduce the traffic rate.
To model the buffer utilization, let us denote
as the traffic intensity or utilization in node v of K v face(s), where the probability of
We consider p 0 , the probability that the new incoming packet finds the buffer B k empty, where
. However, the probability of an incoming packet sees B k packets (buffer is full) is
For a larger buffer size, each node maintains a loss probability (p B k ) of less than 1% [25] . From p B k , the router computes the required buffer for each incoming packet. Optimal buffer size selection is very important, because a smaller buffer has low queuing delay but overflows quickly, and packets get dropped easily. On the other hand, a large buffer overcomes the packet loss problem, but it affects the delay-sensitive application because of the high queuing delay. To precisely define the appropriate buffer size, there are many parameters that need to be considered, such as link capacity, consumer window size, and RTT, but consideration of these parameters needs to be well balanced.
In our previous work [22] , we opted for the optimal face buffer B k needed for the L-model, as was also proposed by Prasad et al. [26] . Even if the optimal buffer associated with face k ∈ K v for the L-model is large, and allow for the router to prevent the packet drop, it increases the delay experienced by the packets. In this paper, we opted Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) presented in equation (3), where the buffer size is considered to be relatively small, which reduces delay.
Each node v ∈ V monitors buffer utilization (by using CMTB algorithm that will be introduced later in this subsection), and provides a fair share rate to transient packets in order to ensure that the buffer does not become full and drops the packets, and so that there is not an underflow leading to an idle or underutilized link.
The fair share rate depends on the number of flows, link capacity, buffer size, queue occupancy, and RTT. We define RTT i as the length of time required for sending Interest packet, and receiving the corresponding Chunk i ∈ . However, in CCN, nodes on transmission path can cache the Chunks, which results in the change of Chunk's locations and RTTs. Thus, traditional measurements based on RTT in the TCP/IP network cannot work properly in CCN, we therefore embraced the idea of Virtual Round Trip Time (VRTT) [21] . VRTT v is defined as an average time for sending Interest packets and receiving correspondent Chunks at node v.
From VRTT v , and based on bandwidth delay product rule [17] , we formulate the buffer needed to the face k ∈ K v as follows:
We consider that the needed buffer size B k in (3) has to be less or equal to the buffer space computed in (1), i.e., (1) defines buffer upper bound.
In our model, ρ v determines the relationship between p B k and B k at router v ∈ V. For heavy network traffic, ρ v tends to approach 1, and during that period, the network has better throughput. On the other hand, when ρ v approaches 0, the link is becoming empty. In order to maintain a stable network, our CMTB maintains 0 ≤ ρ v ≤ 1.
Based on the above defined B k (3), each node assigns a fair rate R k (t) to all outgoing packets passing through its face. For
be the expected number of packets in queue or queue occupancy for each face k ∈ K v . The fair rate R k (t) for each outgoing face becomes:
The fair rate question 4 is composed of two parts: the left hand side
N v (t) represents the traffic rate at time t that the node can inject into the network without accommodating the transient packets in buffer, while the right hand side
represents the actual buffer size that is used to store transient incoming packets per each VRTT v , while waiting the link to become available for sending the packets.
2) CMTB ALGORITHM FOR INTERMEDIATE NODES
In our CMTB algorithm, presented in Algorithm 1, given the face k ∈ K v and the incoming packet (Interest or Chunk) as an input (at line 1), node checks the prefix name, if the Interest i ∈ is not congestion alert packet (at line 3), node lookups in CS and PIT. In case of miss in both tables, node v ∈ V calculates the fair rate R k (t) for outgoing Interest packets (at line 6). If the length of the packet i (l i ) is less or equals to if CS_miss && PIT_miss then 5: FIB_lookup(prefix); 6: Calculate R k (t) using equation (4); 7: if (l i ≤ R k (t)) then 8 :
Allocate Interest i to buffer B k , forward_interest (outface k ∈ K v ); 10: else {Hint: Increment k (i.e., check another outface)} 11: FIB_lookup(prefix); 12: Allocate Interest i to buffer B k , forward_interest (outface k ∈ K v ); 13: Repeat steps 7 to 12, till all K v outfaces are checked; 14 :
Allocate Interest i to buffer B k , forward_interest (outface k ∈ K v ; 16: Generate new Interest i with prefix /RSR; 17: Return Interest i (/RSR, inface k ∈ K v ); 18: end if 19: end if 20: else {Hint:
Drop Interest i; 22: end if 23: end if 24: else {Hint: Interest i's prefix = /RSR} 25: Increment k; 26: Drop Interest i; 27: Repeat steps 11 to 17 28: end if 29: At Chunk i reception (prefix, inface k ∈ K v ); 30: if PIT_miss then 31: Drop Chunk i; 32: else {Hint: PIT_hit} 33: Calculate R k (t) using equation (4); 34: if (l i ≤ R k (t)) then 35: Allocate Chunk i to buffer B k , 36: Forward_chunk (outface k ∈ K v ); 37: else {Hint:
Drop Chunk i; 39: end if 40: end if R k (t) (at line 7), node v ∈ V checks whether the buffer has reached the threshold (at line 8).
At lines 9 − 19, Interest packet requesting Chunk i ∈ is placed in the buffer B k associated with the face k ∈ K v until B k reaches the threshold. When B k reaches the threshold T k , the node v ∈ V checks other buffers (in case the node has many faces), and allocates the new incoming Interest packets to another outgoing face's buffer, based on its state of fullness. When all buffers reach the threshold, the node returns RSR message to its downstream node (at line 17). Furthermore, at lines 20−22, when l i > R k (t), the node drops Interest packet.
At
At lines 37 − 39, when buffer used to request Chunk i is full (l i > R k (t)), the node drops the packet, which is very rare due to the buffer threshold utilization, where on reception of congestion alert message (RSR), the downstream node allocates the new incoming Interest packets to another outgoing faces. However, when the downstream node fails to reduce traffic rate, the same procedure continues until the consumer node reduces sending rate through the use of FDCC discussed below.
B. FULLY-DISTRIBUTED CONGESTION CONTROL (FDCC)
The main objective of the congestion control algorithm is to detect congestion at early stage, or to prevent it before it happens. The intermediate nodes prevent congestion through the use of CMTB described in Section IV-A. However, when all of the intermediate nodes in the network fail to prevent the congestion by using CMTB, the consumer node needs to take action in preventing congestion. The consumer node attempts to prevent congestion through the use of FDCC, which reduces the traffic rate by making sure that the consumer node does not send more packets than the network capacity.
In this subsection, we present in details FDCC algorithm for Interest lifetime estimation, and dynamic Interest traffic regulation based on received congestion alert message, which is implementable in the consumer node.
In CCN, there is no duplicated acknowledgment for packets not received. The returning Chunk acts as the acknowledgment of the received Interest packet, based on which the consumer node m ∈ M keeps updating the VRTT m , and Retransmission Time-Out (RTO). When the consumer node does not receive the corresponding Chunk of submitted Interest within the RTO i , it considers that the Interest packet was lost, the consumer node retransmits the Interest packet after RTO i or expiration of Interest lifetime. We consider RTO i as the length of time that a node needs to wait until it concludes that the submitted Interest has failed to return a corresponding VOLUME 5, 2017 Chunk i ∈ , or the absence of the requested Chunk. To retransmit unsatisfied Interest packet, the consumer node has to wait the expiration of three VRTT m .
In most circumstances, users request chunks (or a large portion) of the content continuously (especially in the case of audio/video). We assume that the users may find the consecutive Chunks of the content in the nearby nodes in transmission path, and it is quite possible that the users get consecutive Chunks of the content from the same node [27] . This has motivated us to borrow ideas from TCP AIMD [28] and retransmission [29] , and modify them for CCN.
1) FDCC MODELING
To model our FDCC, let us denote z = (z m ) as a vector of traffic generated consumer nodes, and γ j (z) as the traffic load on link j ∈ J v connecting consumer nodes to router v ∈ V. The traffic load on link j ∈ J v is the sum of all traffic generated by consumer nodes using that link, where M(j) is the set of all consumers using the link j, for M(j) ⊂ M, such that
where h i is the cache hit probability for the Chunk i ∈ requested by consumer node m. For the simplicity of our model, we assume that the node sends traffic to the link j ∈ J v when it misses Chunk in its CS. The total traffic passing through the link j ∈ J v must be less than or equal to the link capacity C j .
m∈M(j)
To investigate a fair resource/link capacity allocation, let us define a utility function U m (z m ) as a modeling tool for analyzing our FDCC, where utility function indicates how happy the consumer m ∈ M(j) is, based on the resource/traffic rate z m assigned to him. The resource allocation becomes fair, when it maximizes the sum of the utilities of all consumers, subjects to the link capacity constraint, which is referred as social welfare maximization. For Network Utility Maximization (NUM) [30] , [31] , the optimization problem becomes:
The above formulated problem is convex optimization problem, which can be decomposed into subproblems through the use of dual decomposition technique. To solve (7), the Lagrangian can be written as:
where ω j is the positive weights, namely Lagrange multiplier, which is used as the link price, for j ∈ J v . The sum of all prices along the links used by consumer m is denote τ m (ω), where ω = (ω j ) is the vector of the link prices, such that
The maximization of Lagrangian problem L over z m is independently computed by each consumer node m, and is dependent on Lagrangian multiplier ω j used. The Lagrangian problem becomes:
The Lagrangian dual function can be written as
where the solution to (11) can be represented as follows:
Minimizing Lagrangian dual function g over ω is done by using gradient method with β as step size, where C j − γ j (z) is the gradient of each ω j . Furthermore, for simplifying our notation, we denote z m = z m (1 − h i )), then we have:
Coming back to our utility function, the optimum consumer' traffic rate needs to satisfy
Let us consider q as scaling parameter, and for each Chunk received, the consumer node sets scaling parameter equals to 1. When consumer node receives congestion alert from the network (the congestion alert message is discussed in Section IV-C), the consumer node sets scaling parameter equals to 1/2. On timeout or on expiration of the Interest lifetime, the consumer node sets scaling parameter equals to 1/3, and retransmits unsatisfied Interest(s). Each consumer decides on transmission rate as follows:
2) FDCC ALGORITHM FOR CONSUMER NODES
In FDCC, the consumer node m ∈ M(j) starts sensing the network with the initial window size w m , i.e, generating Interest packets with initial window w m , where the latter defines the initial transmission rate z m . Initial Interest lifetime is set to 4 seconds, which is the default value for CCN [32] , and initial RTO i is set also to be 4 seconds (at line 2 
Retransmit_Unsatisfied_Interest; 21: end if
For more analysis of our Algorithm 2, on congestion alert message reception, the change in window size [30] can be written as:
After reducing current window size w m , consumer node starts again to increase the window size by 1 Interest packet per VRTT m for each chunk received. Therefore, for simplifying our notation, we denote d m = VRTT m , and the equation (16) becomes:
On timeout or on expiration of the Interest lifetime, the consumer node reduces one third of the window size w m , and retransmits the unsatisfied Interest. Then, the equations (16) and (17) become:
t). (19)

3) COMPARISON BETWEEN TCP CONGESTION CONTROL AND FDCC
Since the CCN network is different from TCP/IP, the traditional TCP congestion control in conventional networks cannot be directly applied to CCN. Thus, in summary, there are some key differences between TCP and our proposed FDCC as follows:
• TCP infers congestion based on packet loss or RTO, while FDCC infers congestion based on received congestion alert message generated by CMTB, which is the result of the traffic load in upstream nodes. Congestion control based on RTO is not reliable in CCN, especially for delay-sensitive applications.
• TCP is based on established communication between sender and receiver (end-to-end communication).
In case of packet loss, the receiver sends duplicate acknowledgments to the sender informing the expected packet to receive, so that the sender can retransmit the packet. In contrast, in FDCC, there is no such duplicated acknowledgments. When the lifetime expires, without getting requested Chunk, the consumer resends the Interest packet.
• TCP sliding window is adjusted based on the packet loss and RTO, which are the signal of congestion, i.e., TCP reduces window size when congestion is happening. On the other hand, FDCC proactively prevents congestion through adjusting sliding window, where the window size is reduced each time congestion alert messages are received.
C. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CMTB AND FDCC
In Sections IV-A and IV-B, CMTB (which uses M/M/1/B queuing model) and FDCC (which uses sliding window) were discussed in details; where CMTB is implemented in the intermediate node(s), while FDCC is implemented on consumer's side. Moreover, the interoperability of queuing based model and sliding window based model was analyzed in details in [33] . In this subsection, we discuss the communication (about the congestion) between CMTB and FDCC through the use of RSR message.
1) REDUCE SENDING RATE (RSR) MESSAGE EXCHANGE
RSR Message is a special kind of message that each intermediate node sends when all its buffers reach the threshold T k . The node returns the RSR message to its downstream node so that the downstream node could adjust the traffic. When the downstream node is the intermediate node, it uses CMTB. However, when the downstream node is the consumer node, it uses FDCC. In order to ensure the originality of the CCN packet structure, where it has two types of packets: the Interest Packet and the Data packet. Another special packet for RSR has not been created. RSR is an auto-generated Interest packet when intermediate node's buffers reach thresholds, it has the same format of Interest packet. Therefore, RSR is allowed to be sent out to the downstream node only at a one-hop distance, and then gets dropped. In other words, RSR doesn't need always to be forwarded to the downstream node. For generating and sending RSR, the node uses the incoming face(s) available in PIT, from which the Interests that causes buffer overflow are received.
The downstream node differentiates RSR packet with other Interest packets based on prefix name, where prefix name/RSR is only used for RSR message. In Algorithm 3, upon reception of that special Interest packet with prefix name/RSR, the Intermediate node calls CMTB at line 5 for adjusting the traffic rate on outgoing faces. On the other hand, at line 8, consumer node uses FDCC to adjust the sending rate. The RSR message reaches the consumer node, when all intermediate nodes fail to adjust to the traffic rate. In other words, when the intermediate nodes are able to adjust the Interest traffic rate, the RSR does not reach the consumer node. if v ∈ V is an intermediate node then 5: Use CMTB for new incoming packet i; 6: Drop Interest i;
else {Hint: v ∈ V is a consumer node} 8: Use FDCC to adjust outgoing Interest i;
Drop Interest i; 10: end if 11: else {Hint: Interest i's prefix = /RSR} 12: Follow the normal CCN procedure; 13: end if
The objective of sending the RSR message to the consumer node when all intermediate nodes have failed to handle the congestion is because the consumer is the only one who has the last available solution for reducing the Interest traffic w m . Without controlling how the consumer generates Interest traffic, congestion in CCN network is inevitable.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present in detail the performance analysis of our proposal. We use ns-3 based simulator, namely the ndnSIM 2.1 [34] , [35] to analyze the performance of NCFCC, and compare it with other similar proposals in the literature.
A. CONGESTION CONTROL MECHANISMS UNDER COMPARISON
• MIRCC: We evaluate our proposed congestion control mechanism by comparing it with Multipath-aware ICN Rate-based Congestion Control (MIRCC) [12] , a rate-based multipath-aware congestion control scheme for ICN.
• Hop by Hop Interest shaping mechanism for CCN (HoBHIS): In HoBHIS [10] , for preventing congestion, it computes available capacity in each CCN router in order to regulate Interest rates.
• Popularity-based Congestion Control (PbCC) [11] : PbCC prevents congestion through taking into account of CCN caching, link bandwidth, Interest and Data packets received in order to adjust the outgoing Interest rate that needs to be forwarded to the upstream link(s).
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the experimental setup, which is classified into two categories: (1) Single path scenario, and (2) Multipath scenarios, we use three topologies with total workload of 100 MB per each topology. 
1) SINGLE PATH SCENARIO
In the first simulation scenario described in Fig. 5 , we have one consumer node, two intermediate routers, and one CP. There are three consumer applications installed on the consumer node. The first application requests the content through the use of prefix name /com/ccn. The second application requests the content through the use of prefix name /com/news, while the third application requests the content through the use of prefix name /com/video.
2) MULTIPATH SCENARIOS
In the second simulation scenario, we use our system model described in Fig. 2 , with ten consumers, four intermediate routers, and three CPs. The first five consumers are connected to router 1, and other five consumers are connected to the router 2. The first three consumers request content hosted in CP 1 through the use of prefix name /com/ccn, consumers 4 − 7 request the content hosted in CP 2 through the use of prefix name /com/news, while consumers 8 − 10 request the content hosted in CP 3 through the use of prefix name /com/video. Table 2 shows the details of the rest of the parameters of scenario 2. We have conducted additional simulations of multipath in realistic network topology (simulation scenario 3), namely GEANT topology [36] , which is presented in Fig. 6 . GEANT topology connects many research centers and universities in Europe through the use of 22 routers in its core network. We extend the topology with one CP on the core network, and 20 consumers (c1-c20). Table 3 shows the details of the rest of the parameters of scenario 3.
3) INTEREST TRAFFIC GENERATION
In both scenarios (single path scenario and multipath scenarios), we use FDCC for generating, and adjusting Interest packets on consumer nodes, where the initial window size was set to w m = 10 Interest packets. However, as described in FDCC, due to the received Data packet, RSR, and RTO, consumer nodes can increase or reduce w m . On the other hand, other congestion control mechanisms under comparison use different methods for generating Interest packets, which are described as follows:
• In HoBHIS, ConsumerCbr [35] was used for generating Interest packets, which is based on pre-defined parameters such as frequency, traffic rate, etc. Moreover, in this mechanism, the frequency was set to 100 Interest packets per second.
• In PbCC, consumer nodes generate Interest packets through the use of ConsumerZipfMandelbrot [35] . ConsumerZipfMandelbrot works as ConsumerCbr, in which Interest traffic is generated based on pre-defined frequency. In PbCC, the frequency was set to 100 Interest packets per second, while both ZipfMandelbrot and power parameters were set to 0.6 (default value in PbCC proposal).
• In MIRCC, the initial Interest traffic generation was set to 100 Interest packets per second, then consumer nodes adjust Interest traffic rate for each outgoing link based on returning Data rate.
C. PERFORMANCE METRICS 1) THROUGHPUT
Throughput is defined as a measurement of how many units of information network can handle for a given period of time.
In the other words, network throughput is the amount of Data moved successfully from one network node to another in a given time period [37] . In this paper, we used an estimated rate within last averaging period of time (kilobits per second), which is based on Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) [35] .
2) PACKET DELAY
The Interest packet generated by consumer node goes through a series of nodes and ends its journey in another node, which has requested Chunk in its CS, where that node returns the Chunk in the reverse path of Interest packet. Moreover, both Interest and Chunk packets experienced several types of the delays at each node along the transmission path. These delays are processing delay, queuing delay, transmission delay, and propagation delay, where the total of these delays is known as total nodal delay [38] . Suppose that there are N − 1 nodes between the consumer node and the node that has the requested Chunk in its content store. The total nodal delay accumulated for N nodes, giving us packet delay, i.e., we use packet delay as the delay between issuing Interest packet, and receiving corresponding Data/Chunk.
3) INTEREST RETRANSMISSION RATE
In Section IV-B, we discussed Interest lifetime and RTO i , where on expiration of Interest lifetime or RTO i , the consumer node needs to retransmit Interest packet. To compare our proposal with other mechanisms and check the effectiveness of our proposal, in our simulation, we trace the number of retransmitted Interest packets. deployed in one consumer node, while the CMTB is deployed in two intermediate routers.
In Fig. 7 , we compare NCFCC with other well-known three congestion control mechanisms, namely HoBHIS, PbCC and MIRCC. The NCFCC achieves a higher throughput than others, while PbCC and MIRCC have almost the same throughput. From the beginning, we start the simulation with single flow through the use of consumer application 1. Then at 50, we start two more flows through the use of consumer applications 2 and 3. In both single flow and multi-flows, the NCFCC is characterized by high performance. Fig. 8 shows the total throughput comparison, i.e., the total amount of Interest and Data packets moved successfully from one node to another during 100 seconds of simulation. We remind that, in CCN, there are two types of packets: Interest Packets and Data packets. Therefore, total throughput includes InInterests, OutInterests, InData and OutData. As defined in [39] , InInterests measure total amount of incoming Interest packets in terms of kilobits per second, while OutInterests measures outgoing Interest packets. Moreover, InData represents total amount of incoming Data packets, while OutData represents the outgoing Data packets. In this simulation setup, the consumer nodes participate in content distribution through sharing cached contents. However, the contents that are not cached on consumer nodes, can be retrieved either from the caches implemented in the transmission path or from CP server.
Network throughput and packet delay are the two most important metrics for evaluating the performance of congestion control mechanism. Therefore, Fig. 9 represents the delay experienced by packets (both Interest and Data packets). In this figure, solid red lines represent median, while dashed black lines represent arithmetic mean. NCFCC has a higher delay than the others, due to the fact that NCFCC has high throughput, i.e., NCFCC sends and receives more packets than other congestion control mechanisms under comparison. In addition, on reception of congestion alert message (RSR) from upstream node v ∈ V, due to the presence of single path, CMTB cannot allocate the new incoming Interest packets to another outgoing face(s). On the other hand, HoBHIS has a high delay due to the traffic shaping delay in which different Interest packets have to meet, when buffer threshold is reached. PbCC and MIRCC experienced almost the same delay. MRCC and PbCC have lower delay than the others, due to the fact that MRCC and PbCC has lower throughput, i.e., they send and receive less packets in the network than other congestion control mechanisms. Furthermore, in the single path scenario, there is no packet loss and retransmission in all congestion control mechanisms that are under comparison in this scenario.
2) MULTIPATH
In simulation scenario 2 for multipath, we use our system model. There are three bottleneck links between routers 1-3, routers 2-3, and between routers 2-4. Our FDCC algorithm is deployed in 10 consumer nodes (Src01-Src10), while the CMTB is deployed in 4 intermediate routers (R1, R2, R3, R4) .
Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, show the simulation results of scenario 2. In Fig. 10 , we compare our congestion control mechanism with other three congestion control mechanisms (MIRCC, HoBHIS, and PbCC). During 100 seconds of simulation, we create a link failure between router R2 and router R4 for a period of 20 seconds starting from 20th second and ending at 40th second. In this simulation setup, Fig. 10 shows that the NCFCC achieves higher throughput than others. Furthermore, Fig. 11 shows the total throughput per each node for NCFCC, while the Fig. 12 shows consolidated total throughput comparison. Fig. 13 shows the delay experienced by packets, where NCFCC has lower delay than HoBHIS. The simulation results in this figure show that NCFCC utilizes multipath effectively, which contributes to the reduction of the delay experienced by packets and the increase of network throughput. . 14 shows the average number of retransmitted Interest packets due to the link failure. MRCC and PbCC have experienced higher packet retransmissions than NCFCC and HoB-HIS. In this scenario, HoBHIS has not experienced retransmission oscillations than the others. Fig. 15 shows the average queue and window size variations for NCFCC, where the maximum buffer size per each face is limited to 100 packets. During 100 seconds of simulation, all routers prevent queue overflow through the use of CMTB algorithm and RSR notification.
Figs. 16 and 17 show the simulation results for GEANT2 network topology (simulation scenario 3). Our FDCC algorithm is deployed in 20 consumer nodes, while the CMTB is deployed in 23 intermediate routers. Fig. 16 shows that NCFCC has higher throughput, while Fig. 17 shows that NCFCC has lower delay than others due to the following reasons:
• In this scenario, the topology has high-bandwidth (each link has capacity C j = 100 Mbps) and multiple paths to reach the CP. In this setting, there is no bottleneck link and link failures.
• In NCFCC, we implemented FDCC on the consumer node. For each Data packet received, the consumer node keeps increasing window size/number of outstanding Interest packets. Therefore, consumer nodes with FDCC can have large number of outstanding Interest packets (up to w m = 1311 Interest packets) while waiting for the Data packets. Since Interest packets are much smaller than the Data packets [40] , having large number of outstanding Interest packets have negligible effect on uplink congestion.
• In NCFCC, when intermediate node receives RSR message (messages generated by CMTB) from upstream node v ∈ V, it allocates new incoming Interest packets to other outgoing faces associated to other nodes rather than v, which results in effective utilization of multiple paths and thus reducing packet delay. In other words, as the number of the paths increases, the packet delay decreases.
• On the other hand, MIRCC, HoBHIS, and PbCC have lower throughputs and higher delays than NCFCC, even when the network has high bandwidth connection and multiple paths, because each Interest packet submitted takes a complete VRTT to receive the requested Data packet and the consumer can only send the next Interest after receiving the Data packet. This results in higher delay and link underutilization [41] [42].
• HoBHIS has higher delay than others due to its packet shaping delay that Interest packets have to meet when the buffer threshold is reached. Furthermore, HoBHIS has lower throughputs than others due to its Interest traffic generation method at consumer nodes, where the Interest packets are generated at a constant rate (100 Interest packets per second) without considering the network condition and link capacity. Therefore, due to the high-bandwidth, multiple paths, and absence of bottleneck links, in all congestion control mechanisms used in this scenario, there is no packet loss and retransmission.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we presented Novel Cooperative and Fullydistributed Congestion Control (NCFCC) mechanism for CCN, which prevents congestion before it happens. NCFCC combines inseparable hop-by-hop CMTB, which is a modified version of the Dynamic Token Bucket, and receiverbased congestion control FDCC (as modified version of Additive-Increase/Multiplicative-Decrease) into one hybrid congestion control mechanism, which increases network throughput and reduces delay experienced by packets. In the absence of FDCC (through the use of CMTB only), congestion is inevitable in intermediate nodes, thus consumers continue to generate more traffic. However, in combining both algorithms, when all intermediate nodes fail to prevent congestion through the use of CMTB, CMTB calls (through sending RSR messages) FDCC for reducing traffic rate. On receiving RSR message, FDCC takes the lead by adjusting the sending rate in consumer nodes. Our simulation results show that our proposed scheme, over different types of simulation environments, achieves significant improvements with higher throughput than other similar proposals in the literature. In the future, we aim to extend our proposal to further minimizing delay, and examine in details the complexity and scalability of our algorithms. 
